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Imposed Dynamo Current Drive (IDCD)
is a major advance toward fusion power

Benefits:
• Current driving fluctuations are imposed (not produced by instability)

– A stable equilibrium can be sustained efficiently.
• Eliminates bootstrap requirement and expensive CD

– Current profile can be controlled.
• Run with deep stability: stop disruptions
• Confinement across entire crossection: eliminate divertor

• Enhances tokamak and enables the spheromak: eliminates TF-coil 
Requirements:
• Externally drive the edge electron current with flow speeds higher 

than in the dynamo driven region. (inj > sph)
• Impose fluctuations across the entire crossection that are strong 

enough to drive the stable current profile.
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HIT-SI experiment drives edge current directly and 
imposes fluctuations (mostly n = 1). Fluctuations can be 
imposed by shaking a stable closed-flux equilibrium.

During stable periods, closed 
flux is observed in NIMROD 
calculation with B/B of 10% 
(amplification 7) (by Cihan Akcay)

3D Taylor state has closed flux at 
amplification 6 (by Chris Hansen)

•Both models assume all injector fields have 
the same inj. They both over estimate the 
amount of edge current since longer injector 
field lines actually have less current.
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Since a closed flux equilibrium can preserve closed flux when 
shaken, the belief that fluctuations disallows confinement is wrong.

• Observation: fluctuations correlate with poor confinement

• Correct causal interpretation:
– Instability causes fluctuations
– Instability causes poor confinement
– Fluctuations may not cause poor confinement.

• An unstable equilibrium has no structural strength and cannot be
shaken. It can only be stirred.

• We want our plasmas shaken not stirred.
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Dynamo current drive can be understood based on well 
known concepts

• Electron fluid is frozen to magnetic fields
• Magnetic fluctuations can be considered separately from 

equilibrium (mean dynamo theory)
• Field lines have tension

The following data validate model:
• Toroidal current versus time
• Injector impedance scaling with j/n of spheromak
• Current profile
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Fluctuations crossing mean flux surfaces give cross-
field current drive effect
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Dynamo current drive has an externally driven 
mean field region connected by fluctuations to 
dynamo driven mean fields. 
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• Maxwell stress tensor analysis for flux 
surface yields: 

• A net BllB is produced by the 
differential flow and saturates at a level 
proportional to B

2*

*T.R. Jarboe et al., Nucl. Fusion 52 (2012) 083017 
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Simple picture of spheromak formation and ramp up leads to 
estimates of edge current driven and fluctuations imposed

Injector alone Injector + n=1 Injector + n=0

= +

Imposed 
fluctuations
δB≈μoIinj/4πa

Symmetric 
edge drive
Iedge = ½Iinj

This model under estimates the total edge current because all the 
current is assumed to take the short path between injector openings.
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On HIT-SI the injectors drive the edge and impose the fluctuations. 
Imposed dynamo model predicts current time dependence. Data also
validate 2-fluid XMHD simulation by NIMROD.

T.R. Jarboe et al., Nucl. Fusion 52 (2012) 083017 

(Brian Victor)
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IDCD equation models the toroidal current 
with the same fitting parameter across a 

range of shots.

1 0.94C 
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(Brian Victor)
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Imposed dynamo model predicts current profile

• The required B decreases 
and the imposed B
increases as the minor 
radius decreases.

• The excess drive results in 
a constant j/B in the dynamo 
driven region*.

• j/B is selected to yield the 
measured current 
amplification

• The equilibrium is stable.

j/B

ra
transition

*T.R. Jarboe et al., Nucl. Fusion 52 (2012) 083017 

(Cihan, Chris, Brian V.)
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Data validate imposed-dynamo prediction* that 
injector impedance  spheromak j/n
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*T.R. Jarboe et al., Nucl. Fusion 52 (2012) 083017 

• IDCD is engaged during the time between the vertical blue lines. 
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(Brian Nelson)
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IDCD model agrees with data

• Toroidal current versus time for a range of conditions 
agree with the model

• Injector impedance scaling with j/n of spheromak is 
observed and predicted by the model

• From the fluctuation profile the model predicts the 
current profile. Model and data agree for the case of 
overdrive inside the separatrix.

Minimum-edge-current model 
agrees with data better than 
maximum-edge-current 
models.

Amplification of 3 (Chris)

IDCD                           Taylor
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Two-Fluid resistive MHD seems to capture the physics 
of HIT-SI 

• Qualitative behavior the same
• n=1 to n=0 transition rate correct
• Current gain to within uncertainties in resistivity
• Profile shape agrees with data better than Taylor
• Injector impedance is lower than experiment.
• Agrees as well as might be expected considering:

– Injectors modeled as boundary conditions
– Assumed constant density, resistivity, and viscosity

Need to model the injectors, transport, insulated 
boundary, and external circuits
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Future Plans
• Place three injectors on one 

side.
– Drives plasma rotation for 

stability
– Injectors have same 

preferred direction
– Injectors easy to shield from 

DC spheromak fields
• Thicker plate provides better 

injector openings
• Using higher power surface 

treatment
• Try perforated plate backed by 

a pumped chamber for density 
control

• Test profile control
HIT-SI3  (John Rogers)
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The science is now advanced to the point it is ready for 
a national PoP program

• A TF-coil free, high-beta (>10%), and stable equilibrium 
sustained by IDCD seems possible. 

• Thus, formation, sustainment, equilibrium, stability, and 
confinement are all in hand. 

• The goal of this dedicated program would be to 
develop/demonstrate good confinement while sustained 
by IDCD.

• Need a flagship experiment and several complementary 
experiments.
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Achieving sufficient confinement is expected
• A stable equilibrium maintains closed flux in the 

presence of fluctuations, unlike previously sustained 
unstable configurations. (It will be shaken not stirred.)

• HIT-SI shows that a stable equilibrium can be sustained 
with IDCD.

• The current is not only sustained but profile is imposed.
• Decaying spheromaks and transient RFPs have shown 

good confinement. Even some aspects are classical.*
• Spheromaks and RFPs in the several 100eV regime 

have Ohmically heated to the stability β-limit as expected 
for classical transport.

• The fluctuations in a reactor will be small (B/B  10-4).
• A larger long pulse machine will allow the development 

of good confinement.
*S. T. A. Kumar, et al.,PRL 108, 125006 (2012)
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A PoP experiment
Ip = 3.2 MA       a = 1 m
T = 3 keV tpulse= 5 s
n = 5 x 1019 m-3

John RogersThe PoP will have the βwall (16%), wall loading (1/8 HIT), 
neutral screening (na = 5  1019m-2) and j/n (2  10-14Am) 
to succeed.
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Experiment to test and develop 
IDCD with sufficient confinement

PoP is designed to be TF-coil free, high-beta (16%), 
and Mercier stable with an IDCD sustained equilibrium   

(George Marklin, Brian Nelson)

βwall
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Fusion power generation by 2045 using ITER roll off.
Need PoP program now.

• May lead to a reactor economically competitive with carbon-capture natural gas.
• Total equipment estimated costs for fusion power development less than $1B.
• This is our best chance for practical fusion power.

(Derek Sutherland and AA565 class)

ITER

PoP

2020

Performance extension

DT

FNSF PILOT/DEMO

2030 2040

HTSC magnet, DC
Water cool., DD

DT, FLiBe coolant
Tritium breeding

Power gen.
60 MW

2013

Confinement develop.
5 s pulse

Plasma

See Derek Sutherland’s poster
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Summary

• HIT-SI data agree with the IDCD model where current 
driving fluctuations are imposed (not produced by 
instability)
– A stable equilibrium can be sustained
– Current profile can be controlled
– Enable the spheromak

• A shaken stable equilibrium can have closed flux 
(NIMROD)

• The equilibrium IDCD predicts and HIT data confirm is 
stable

• A national current-drive PoP program is now justified and 
may lead to economically competitive fusion power.
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New experiment will overcome HIT-SI limitations as a 
confinement experiment

j/n = 2  10-14Amj/n = 10-14Am is marginal

na = 5  1019m-2, high enough to 
screen neutrals

na = 5  1018m-2, too low to screen 
neutrals

High speed pumpingNo long pulse density control

Estimated plasma oscillation 
amplitude is 3rgi

Estimated plasma oscillation 
amplitude is 66rgi

Area around injectors increased by 
8

Wall loading around injector is 4 
times too high

Uniform- β-limited is 16%For uniform  β-limit is 3%

A PoP solutionHIT-SI limitation


